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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a trust-region algorithm to minimize a nonlinear 

function f : IR n --+ IR subject to nonlinear equality constraints hi( x) = 0, i = 1, · · ·, m 

where hi : IRn --+ IR. We adopt the approach taken in Vardi (1985). We also replace the 

£2-norm in the trust-region constraint by an arbitrary fp-norm. In particular, if polyhedral 

norms are used, then the algorithm can be viewed as a sequential quadratic programming 

or a sequential linear programming method. At each iteration, the local model subprob

lem is only solved within some tolerance. Instead of the regularity assumption of linear 

independent gradients, we assume that the system of linearized constraints is consistent 

at any point of the iteration sequence, and that, at any accumulation point of the itera

tion sequence, the largest singular value of the constraints gradient is bounded away from 

zero. Moreover, we assume that the functions f and hi, i = 1 · · · m, are only continuously 

differentiable. Furthermore, we do not assume that the second order information matri

ces are uniformly bounded. We demonstrate that if (x*, B*) is an arbitrary accumulation 

point of the sequence {(xk, Bk)} obtained from an arbitrary starting (x 0 , Bo), then x* is a 

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of the constrained minimization problem. 
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Introduction 

In this paper we present an algorithm for approximating a solution of the equality constrained optimiza

tion problem 

(1.1) (EQCP) { 
minimize f(x) 
subject to h;(x) = O,i = 1- · ·m, 

where f : IRn ----+ IR and h; : IRn ----+ IR, i = 1 · · · m < n, are continuously differentiable. 

To solve (EQCP), SQP algorithms generate sequences {xk} by setting Xk+I = Xk + sk, where sk 1s 

obtained as the solution of the local model subproblem 

(1.2) (QP) { 
minimize cf s + ½sT Bks 

subject to h(xk) + Vh(xkf s = 0. 

In (QP), Bk is an approximation of the Hessian of the Lagrangian, and ck represents either the gradient of 

the objective function of (EQCP) or the gradient of the Lagrangian. Local convergence of SQP algorithms 

is generally well understood (see Fletcher (17], Tapia (34] and(35] , [36], [37]). 

The problem of global convergence has been given much consideration recently. Because the trust

region strategy had proven to be a very successful tool for designing globally convergent algorithms for 

unconstrained optimization ( e.g. Powell [26] and [28]) and for nonlinear systems of equations ( e.g. El 

Hallabi and Tapia [15], El Hallabi [13], and Powell [27], it was quite natural to extend this strategy to 

constrained optimization. Global convergence results are given in Vardi [38], Byrd, Schnabel, and Shultz 

[4], El-Alem [10], [11], and [12], Powell and Yuan [29], Maciel [22], Dennis, El-Alem, and Maciel [9], and 

Alexandrov [1]. Except for Vardi (38], all the proposed algorithms are either of the framework of Celis, 

Dennis, and Tapia [5], or of the framework of of the two level algorithm of Byrd, Omojokun, Schnabel, 

and Shultz [4]. An implementation of the latest algorithm is described in Marucha, Nocedal, and Plantega 

[24]. 

To the best knowledge of the author, most global convergence theories in the literature for trust

region algorithms, that are proposed for solving problem EQCP, give global convergence in the sense 

that the iteration sequence has an accumulation point that is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP). 

Moreover, these global convergence results are obtained under the uniform regularity assumption that 

( V h( x fV h( x)) - I is uniformly bounded on a subset of IRn containing the iteration sequence, and that 

the functions f and h;, i · · · m, are twice continuously differentiable. The first hypothesis is very restrictive, 

especially for large-scale constrained problems. 

In this research we propose an arbitrary norm inexact trust-region algorithm that is globally conver

gent in the sense that any accumulation point of the iteration sequence is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point 

of (EQCP). To obtain this convergence theory, instead of the uniform regularity hypothesis, we assume 

that the linearized constraints are consistent at all the iterates and that, at any accumulation point of 

the iteration sequence, the largest singular value of the constraints gradient is bounded away from zero. 

Furthermore, we assume that the functions f and h;, i · · · m, are only continuously differentiable. 

In our method, we adopt the approach suggested by Vardi (38]. However, we replace the Crnorm in 
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the trust-region constraint by an arbitrary £p-norm, which leads to a local model subproblem of the form 

(RTRQP) 
{ 

minimize cf s + ½sT Bks 

subject to o:kh(xk) + Vh(xkf s = 0, 

I Isl IP ::; bk· 

In particular, if polyhedral norms are used, then we obtain either a sequential quadratic programming or 

a sequential linear programming method. 

In Section 2, we give a sufficient condition for the translation parameter o:k to define a nonempty 

feasible region for (RTRQP). In Section 3, we derive a characterization of stationarity in terms of mini

mizers of local model. We define the arbitrary norm inexact trust-region algorithm ANITRA in Section 4. 

We will consider that the algorithm generates a sequence of the form { (xk, Bk, ~k, /h)}, where Xk is the 

iterate, Bk the matrix of second order informations, ~k the trust region radius, and fh is a positive scalar 

used in the required accuracy to solve the local model subproblem RTRQP. In Section 5, we prove that 

if ( x *, B., ~., 0) is an arbitrary accumulation point of the sequence { ( x k, Bk, ~k, /Jk)} generated by the 

ANITRA algorithm from an arbitrary starting point (x 0 , B 0 , ~ 0 , ,80 ), then x. is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker 

point of (EQCP). We end this paper by giving some concluding remarks in Section 6. 

2 Linearized Constraint Translation 

In this section we give a sufficient condition for the translation parameter o: to define a nonempty feasible 

region for the subproblem (1.3). This condition is stated in the following proposition from El Hallabi 

[14]. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. [ El Hallabi [14]] Assume that x E !Rn is not feasible for (EQCP), i.e. h(x)-:/:= 0, 

and that the linear system 

(2.1) h(x) + Vh(xf s = 0, 

is consistent. Assume further that 8 > 0. Let (J" x be the smallest positive singular value of V h( x). 

If 

(2.2) 

then the subset 

(2.3) 

is not empty. 

REMARK 2.1. Observe that we can generalize Inequality (2.2) to the case where h(xk) =j:. 0 but 

Vh(xk) = 0, i.e. all its singular values are zero by choosing o: equal to zero. 

REMARK 2.2. A lower bound of the the singular values of V h( x) can be estimated by using the QR 

decomposition with column pivoting. 

REMARK 2.3. Proposition 2.1 generalizes the result in Byrd, Schnabel, and Scultz [4] where Vh(x) 

is assumed to have full rank. 
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3 Characterization of stationary points of problem EQCP 

In this section we derive a useful notion of stationarity in terms of minimizers of the local model trust 

region subproblem TRQP. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let Bk E IRnxn and let Ok > 0. Consider Xk satisfying h(xk) = 0. If Sk = 0 is 

a local solution of the local model subproblem 

(3.1) (TRQP) 
{ 

mm1m1ze 

subject to 

V.f(xkf s + ½sT Bks 

Vh(xkf s = 0 

llsllP::; Ok, 

then Xk is necessarily a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP). Moreover if Bk is positive semi-definite 

on the subspace 

(3.2) 

then this condition is also sufficient. 

Proof. The necessary condition is a consequence of the slater constraint qualification and the first 

order necessary conditions for zero to be a local minimizer of (TRQP). Now, assume that Bk is positive 

semi-definite on the subspace H(xk)- Then (TRQP) is a convex problem, and the first order necessary 

conditions are also sufficient. D 

In all what follows, II IIP will denote an arbitrary 1:p-norm. 

4 Arbitrary Norm Inexact Trust-Region Algorithm 

In this section we propose an arbitrary norm inexact trust-region algorithm (ANITRA) for solving prob

lem (EQCP). We also show that the choice of the penalty parameter fits well with the objective function 

and the constraints. 

Approximate solution of the local model subproblem. 

At each iteration, we solve the local model subproblem RTRQP 

( 4.1) (RTRQP) 
{ 

minimize V .f(xkf s + ½sT Bks 

subject to a:kh(xk) + v'h(xkf s = 0, 

I Isl IP ::; ok, 

for some fixed (xk, Bk, a:k, ok), and within some tolerance lk in the sense given in the following definition. 

DEFINITION 4.1. Let x E IR, BE IRnxn, 0 < a, and O < 8. Assume that x is not a Karush-Kuhn

Tucker point of (EQCP). Then we say thats, is an c-solution of subproblem RTRQP ifs, is feasible, 

(4.2) 

for any feasible s, and if in addition h(x) = 0, we also ask that 

(4.3) 
T 1 T 

V .f(x) s, + 2s, Bs, < 0. 
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Our trial step Sk will be any Ek-solution of the subproblem RTRQP for fixed (xk, Bk, °'k, 6k), and with 

the tolerance 

( 4.4) fk = 1]k { °'kllh(xk)II) if h(xk) f- 0 
llskllp otherwise 

for some O < 1]k that will be set by the algorithm. 0 bserve that in ( 4 .4) 

i.e. the decrease in the constraints for any feasible s for RTRQP subproblem. Also, when h(xk) = 0, the 

accuracy test ( 4.4) ensures that any Ek-solution sk points toward the gradient projection when 1]k and 

Dk converge to zero (see El Hallabi and Tapia [15]). This will enable the algorithm to never stop at a 

nonstationary point. 

In general the Ek-solution is well defined. If p = 2, the exact solution can be computed by either 

method described in Sorenson [33) or Rend! and Wolkowicz [30]. Moreover, when the £00 -norm is used, 

(RTRQP) is a quadratic programming problem. It can be solved using the algorithm in Boggs, Domich, 

and Rogers [2). Furthermore, in the following lemma and its corollary, we show that the Ek-solution is 

well defined for a special class of such quadratic problems. 

LEMMA 4.1. Assume that the local model subproblem RTRQP is convex. Let Pk(Sj) and d{ denote 

respectively the primal and the dual objective function values obtained at the lh iteration for solving the 

subproblem RTRQP. Let fk > 0. If 

( 4.5) 

holds, i.e. the duality gap is less that Ek, then Sj is an Ek-solution of (RTRQP). 

Proof. Since (RTRQP) is convex, its dual problem is well defined (see Jahn [21), Rockafellar [31), 

[32)). Assume that (4.5) holds. Then we have 

(4.6) 

where s* is an exact solution of (RTRQP). From ( 4.6) we obtain that 

for all feasible s for (RTRQP), i.e. Sj is an Ek-solution of (RTRQP). D 

COROLLARY 4.1. If Bk is positive semi-definite on {s E IRn I 'vh(xf s = O} then the Ek-solution is 

well defined. 

Proof. Under the hypothesis of the corollary, the local model subproblem RTRQP is convex, and 

hence the optimal duality gap is zero (see Jahn [21]). D 

Penalty parameter and merit function. 

To accept or reject a trial step Sk, we will use the actual reduction 

(4.7) 

and the predicted reduction 

(4.8) 
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where 

(4.9) 

is the merit function approximated by 

(4.10) 

In (4.9) and (4.10), µk denotes the penalty parameter, and II II denotes an arbitrary (but fixed) norm 

on IRm. In our converges analysis, this parameter has to satisfy two properties. First, it should force 

the Ek-solution to be a descent direction of the predicted reduction, and second, it should be constant for 

large k. To obtain the first property, we choose 

where p is a positive constant and J.ik is given by 

( 4.11) 
if h(xk) = 0 

otherwise, 

(see Proposition 4.1); and to obtain the second property, we force µk to satisfy 

(4.12) {
N-1 

µk = 
/.ik + 2p 

if µk-1 2'. /.ik + p 

otherwise, 

( see Corollary 5 .1). 

Definition of the algorithm ANITRA. 

Let Ci, i = 1, · · ·, 5, p, /3, ~min, and ~max be constants satisfying 

Q < CJ < C2 < 1 
0<-y<l 
0 <~min< ~max· 

, Q < C3 < C4 < 1 1 < C5 

, O<p , 0</3 

Let xo E IRn be an arbitrary point, Bo E IRnxn be an arbitrary square matrix, ~min ~ ~o ~ ~max, 

0 ~ /Jo < /3, and µo = p. 
Let Xk be the iterate given by the kth iteration, and O < f3k- The algorithm generates xk+l by the 

following iterative scheme: 

STEP 1. Set 8k = ~k, 'f/k = f3k 

STEP 2. If h(xk) = 0 set °'k = 1 and go to STEP 4, 

STEP 3. Obtain Wk a lower bound of the positive singular values of 'vh(xk) and set 

STEP 4. Choose a square matrix Bk E IRn xn, 

STEP 5. Obtain an fk-solution of the subproblem RTRQP with fk defined in (4.4), 

STEP 6. Update the penalty parameter µk using (4.12) and (4.11). 

STEP 7. If Aredk(sk) ~ c1Predk(sk)} 

set Xk+l = Xk + sk and go to STEP 8 
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Else choose Dk such that c3llskllP :S Dk :S c4ilskllP, 

choose O :S 1/k :S "Y1Jk and go to STEP 3. 

STEP 8. If Aredk(sk) :S c2Predk(sk) 

then choose Dk+1 such that Dk :S Dk+! :S max(Dk, c5llskllp) 

Else choose Dk+1 such that c4llskllp :S Dk+1 :S llskllp· 

Set ~k+l = min(~max, max(Dk+I, ~min)). 

STEP 10. Choose O :S /h+1 < /3. 

REMARK 4.1. The merit function <I>, defined in (4.9), has the drawback of possessing the Maratos 

effect ( see Maratos [23)). So, to overcome this difficulty, one may use a second order correction before 

decreasing the trust-region radius Dk in STEP 7. Since adding a second order correction is irrelevant to 

obtaining a global convergence result, we will not extend on this technique in the present paper, and 

refer the interested reader to Coleman and Conn [7], Fletcher [16], Byrd, Schnabel, and Shultz [4], or 

Chamberlain, Lemarechal, and Pedersen [6). 

We start each iteration with the trust-region radius ~k ~ ~min· But the actual trust-region radius, 

which we denote Dk (see STEP 1 ), might be smaller than ~min· Throughout the paper we will use the 

following definition. 

DEFINITION 4.2. If for some (Dk, 1/k) defined in STEP 1, the test in STEP 7 is satisfied, then we 

say that (Dk, 1/k) determines an acceptable step sk. Moreover, the iterate Xk+I = Xk + Bk will be called a 

successor ofxk, Furthermore, we refer to (xk+1,Bk+I,~k+1,f3k+1) as a successor of(xk,Bk,~k,/3k)-

ln the following proposition, we prove that the penalty parameter µk fits well with the objective 

function and the constraints. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume that Xk is not a Kanish-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP). Then we have 

(4.13) 

Moreover if Bk is an acceptable step, then 

( 4.14) 

Proof. We have 

(4.15) 

First, we assume that 

(4.16) 

Therefore h(xk) -f. 0 must hold, and hence 

( 4.17) 
"v f(xkf Bk+ ½sI Bksk 

µk ~ 2 
0:kllh(xk)II + p. 

From (4.16) and (4.17), inequality (4.13) is obvious. Now we assume that 

(4.18) T l T 
"vf(xk) Bk+ 2sk Bksk :S 0. 
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Then we have µk 2: p. Therefore, from (4.15) and (4.18) inequality (4.13) is obvious. Finally, assume 

that Skis acceptable. Then, when h(xk) f. 0, (4.13) implies that (4.14) holds; moreover if h(xk) = 0, we 

obtain from Definition 3.1 that 
T l T 

Vf(xk) Sk + 2sk Bksk < 0, 

which, together with (4.10), implies that (4.14) holds.D 

5 Global Convergence 

In this section, we demonstrate that any accumulation point of the sequence generated by the ANITRA 

Algorithm is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP). In our proofs, we will use extensively the well 

known Farkas Lemma. The global convergence result is given by Theorem 5.3. The derivation of some 

properties of the algorithm near non stationary points will play a crucial role in our global convergence 

theory analysis. 

We make the following hypotheses: 

H.1) The functions f and h;, i · · · m, are continuously differentiable, 

H.2) The systems of linearized constraints h(xk) + Vh(xkf s = 0, are consistent for all k, 

H.3) At any accumulation point of the iteration sequence {xk}, say x., there exists v. > 0 such that 

IIVh(x.)11 2: v., 
H.4) The sequence {!h} converges to zero, and 

H.5) The Ek-solution of subproblem RTRQP is well defined. 

In the following lemma and its corollary, we analyze the behavior of the penalty parameter µk. 

LEMMA 5.1. Let {(xk,Bk,~k,,Bk)} converge to (x.,B.,~.,0). Then there exist a positive constant 

µ. such that µ-k ::; µ •. 

Proof. Because of the definition of µ-k, it is sufficient to consider the case where 

(5.1) 

Observe that this excludes the case where h(xk) = 0. Consider the least-square solution of 

(5.2) 

I.e. 

(5.3) 

Because of the choice of ak, the translated hyperplane akh(xk) + Vh(xkf s = 0 intersects the i'.rball of 

radius 1bk, and hence it intersects any fp-ball of radius bk. Therefore, because of the convexity of such 

a ball, we have necessarily 

(5.4) 

From (5.2) and (5.4), we obtain that Vk is a feasible point for the subproblem RTRQP. Therefore, because 

Sk is an Ek ( Sk, 7]k )-solution of (RTRQP) we have 

V f(xkf Sk + ½sf Bksk V f(xkf Vk + ½vf Bkvk 
0<------=----<------=-~--+77 

Cl:kllh(xk)II Cl:kllh(xk)II k 
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for some O < T/k :S f3k, which implies that 

(5.5) 
v' f(xkf Sk + ½sf Bksk llvkll2 ( 1 ) 

0 < akllh(xk)II :S akllh(xk)II llv' f(xk)ll2 + 2IIBkl'28k + 1Jk· 

Since the sequences {v'f(xk)}, {bk}, {Ed, and {rJd are bounded, we obtain from (5.5) that 

(5.6) 

for some positive constant M1 . From (5.3), we obtain 

(5.7) llvkll2 < ll~k,; V{1 h(xk)ll2 

O:kllh(xk)II - llh(xk)II ' 

and because of the equivalence of norms on nr, this implies that 

(5.8) llvkll2 < _1_ 1 
O:kllh(xk)II - llmin erk,r• 

where Vmin is a positive constant such that II II 2'. llminll ll2- On the other hand, the singular values of 

v' h( x) are continuous functions of x. Let er* be the smallest nonzero singular value of v' h( x*). From 

Hypothesis H.3, we obtain that er* > 0. Therefore there exists a positive integer k1 , depending on x*, 

such that 

(5.9) 

Now, from (5.9) and (5.8), we obtain 

(5.10) Jlvkll2 < 2 
O:kJlh(xk)JI er* llmin 

which, together with (5.6), implies that there existsµ* such that l.lk :S µ*.D 

Now we show that the penalty parameter µk is constant for sufficiently large k. 

COROLLARY 5.1 Assume the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2. Then there exists an integer k* such µk = 

µk• for all k. 

Proof. The sequence {µk} is not decreasing, and when it increases, it does it with a positive constant 

p. Therefore it is sufficient to establish that it is bounded. Assume that there exists a subsequence 

{µk, k EN} such that limkEN-++oo µk =+=.Letµ* the upper bound of {/id and let k* be the smallest 

integer in N such that µk. 2'. µ* + p. Since {µk} is not decreasing, we obtain 

and hence µk = µk-l for all k 2 k*. This contradicts the divergence assumption of a subsequence.D 

The following lemma will be needed later. 

LEMMA 5.2. Assume that {(xk, ~k, /Jk)} converges to (x.,, ~., 0). Assume further that 

(5.11) 

holds. Then 

(5.12) h(x.) = 0 
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holds. Moreover ak = l holds for sufficiently large k. 

Proof. From the equivalence of norms, the definition of ak, and (5.11), we obtain 

(5.13) 

On the other hand, the singular values of V h( x) are continuous functions of x. Let cr * denote the smallest 

nonzero singular value of Vh(x.). We obtain form hypothesis H.3 that, necessarily 

(5.14) 

holds for sufficiently large k. Therefore we can assume that the lower bound of the singular values of 

Vh(xk), i.e. wk, satisfies 

(5.15) 

where r. E (0, / 0 ) is an arbitrary small positive constant that depends on x •. Now, from (5.13) and 

(5.15), we obtain 

(5.16) h(x.) = 0. 

Finally, we obtain from the definition of O:k, i:l.k 2 fl.min , and (5.15) that 

( 5 .17) 

holds for sufficiently large k. D 

In the following lemma, we establish an intermediate result needed to prove Proposition 5.1 and 

Theorem 5.1. 

LEMMA 5.3. Let {( Xk, Bk, Dk, 1Jk)} converge to ( x., B., 0, 0). Assume that for all k, Bk is feasible for 

subproblem RTRQP, but it is not an acceptable step. Then we have 

(5.18) a) lim [[h(xk)[[ = 0, 
k->+oo [[sk[[p 

where dk = sk/[[sk[[p-

b) h(x.) = 0, 

Proof. The proof of this lemma is quite long, it will be given in Appendix A. 

In the following proposition, we establish that, unless the iterate Xk is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point 

of (EQCP), the algorithm ANITRA finds an acceptable step Bk by solving a finite number of times 

the subproblem RTRQP with decreasing trust-region radii. This is the first important property of the 

trust-region strategy. 

PROPOSITION 5.1. If Xk is not a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP), then the algorithm finds 

an acceptable step sk after a finite number of loops between STEP 7 and STEP 3. 

Proof. Assume that the algorithm loops indefinitely between STEP 7 and STEP 3 without obtaining 

an acceptable step sk. Then the algorithm generates a sequence { Sj} of non acceptable steps that converge 

to zero. Therefore, we obtain from Lemma 5.3 that necessarily h(xk) = 0 and 

(5.19) limsupVf(xkf dj 2 0, 
j->+oo 

(5.20) 
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and let tj = llsj IIP· This implies that ij s is feasible for the local model subproblem. Hence, because Sj 1s 

an Ej-solution, with Ej = 7/jllsjllp, We have 

T lT T l T 
V f(xk) dj + 2sj Bkdj ::; V f(xk) s + 2tjs Bks + 7/j 

which, together with (5.19) and the convergence of {7/j,j E IN} and {sj} to zero, implies that 

(5.21) 

From the Farkas Lemma, (5.20), and (5.21) we obtain that x is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP), 

which contradicts our hypothesis.D 

Proposition 5.1 implies that either the algorithm ANITRA generates a sequence { x;, i = l, · · ·, s} 

such that x, is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP), or the iteration sequence is infinite. Therefore, 

throughout the remaining part of the paper, we assume that ANITRA algorithm generates an infinite 

sequence { x k}. 

The second important property of our trust-region framework is established in the following theorem. 

This property is equivalent to saying that if some subsequence of the iteration sequence { xk} converges 

to x. and the corresponding subsequence of trust-region radii that determine acceptable steps converges 

to zero, then necessarily x. is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP). 

THEOREM 5.1. Let {(xk, Bk, 6-k, ,Bk)} converge to (x., B., 6.., 0) where Xk and x. are not Karush

Kuhn-Tucker points of (EQCP) and O < 6.,. If (8k, 7/k) determines an acceptable step sk, then there 

exists a positive scalar 8(x., B., 6..) such that 

(5.22) 

holds for any accumulation point 8, of {Dk}. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is quite long and will be given in Appendix A. 

Before we give our global convergence result, we establish in the following theorem, perhaps the most 

important property of our trust-region algorithm. This property is called local uniform decrease. Since, 

for all sufficiently large k the penalty parameter µk = µk• (see Corollary 5.1), and since we assume that 

the iteration sequence is infinite, the merit function <l>(µk, x, s) is constant with respect to this parameter. 

Therefore, we denote <I>( x + s) instead of <l>(µk, x, s). 

THEOREM 5.2 (Local Uniform Decrease). Let (xk,Bk,6.k,/3k) converges to (x.,B.,6..,0). Ifx. is 

not a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP), then there exists a positive integer, say k,, such that for 

all k 2: k. 

(5.23) <l>(xk+) < <l>(x.) 

holds for any successor (xk+, Bk+, 6-k+, ,Bk+) of (xk, Bk, Dk, ,Bk). 

Proof. Assume that the theorem does not hold. Then there exists a subsequence {(xk,Bk,6.k,,Bd, 

f3k > 0 converging to (x.,B.,6..,0), and a subsequence of successors {(xk+,Bk+,6.k+,/3k+)} (see Defi

nition 4.2) such that 

(5.24) <t>(xk+) 2: <l>(x.) 
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holds for all k. Without loss of generality, we assume that the entire sequence converges. Therefore there 

exists an Ek-solution Sk of the local model subproblem 

(RTRQP) 
{ 

minimize V f(xk)T s + ½sT Bks 

subject to cxkh(xk) + Vh(xkf s = 0 

llsllr :=::: bk 

for some O < 'f/k:; (A and O < bk :; 6-k, such that xk+ = Xk + Sk and 

(5.25) 

From inequalities (5.25), (5.24) and Proposition 4.1, we obtain 

(5.26) 

Since {xk} converges to x., we obtain from (5.26) 

(5.27) 

which, together with Lemma 5.2, implies that 

(5.28) h(x.) = 0, 

and for sufficiently large k, the translation parameter O:k is identically equal to one. Hence, for all 

sufficiently large k, Sk is an Ek-solution of the local model subproblem 

( 5.28) (TRQP) 
{ 

minimize V f(xkf s + ½sT Bks 

subject to h(xk) + Vh(xkf s = 0 

llsllr ::; 8k · 

The sequences { sk} and { 8k} are bounded, then without loss of generality, we can assume that they 

converge respectively to s., and 8., where, by Theorem 5.1, 0 < 8 •. Therefore, by Theorem A15 of Huard 

[19], we have that s. solves the subproblem 

(5.29) 
{ 

mm1m1ze 

subject to 

Vf(x.fs+½sTB.s 

Vh(x.f s = 0 

llsllr :=::: 8. · 

(Huard's Theorem establishes, in a more general case, the continuity of an approximate solution (in our 

case Sk) of a given optimization problem (in our case RTRQP), considered as function of the variables 

that play the role of parameters (in our case Xk, Bk, and 8k)- On the other hand, we obtain from (5.26) 

that 

(5.31) 
T 1 T 

V f(x.) s. + 2s. B.s. = 0. 

Consequently s = 0 solves the subproblem (5.29) which, by Proposition 3.1, contradicts the hypothesis 

that x. is not a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP). D 

Finally, we give our global convergence result which detracts from the matter at hand. 
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THEOREM 5.3. Assume hypotheses H.1 - H.5. Then any accumulation point of the sequence 

{(xk, Bk, 6.k, ,6k)} generated by the algorithm ANITRA of Section 3, say {(x*, B*, 6.*, 0)}, is such that 

x* is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP). 

Proof. Let { (x*, B*, 6.*, O)} be an arbitrary accumulation point of { (xk, Bk, 6.k, ,iJk)}. Since we assume 

that the sequence is infinite, we consider the sequence for k 2". k*, where k* is defined in Corollary 5.1. 

Because for k 2". k* the penalty parameter µk is constant, the merit function cf, is constant with respect 

to this parameter and therefore will be denoted cfi( x). Let { x j, Bj, 6.j, ,6j, j 2'. k*} be a subsequence that 

converges to {(xk,Bk,6.k,,6k)}. Consider k 2". k*. Since the sequence {cfi(xk),k 2': k*} is decreasing, we 

have 

(5.32) 

Assume that x* is not a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP) and consider the neighborhood N* 

defined in Theorem 5.2. Since (xj,Bj,6.j,,6j) converges to (x*,B*,6.*,0) there exists j(x*) 2'. k* such 

(xj, Bj,6.j,/3j) EN* for all j 2'. j(x*), and hence 

This contradicts (5.32). Therefore x* is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP).D 

Actually, Theorem 5.3 can be obtained as an application of Theorem 5.1 and the work of either Huard 

(20] or Polak (25] dealing with the global convergence of conceptual algorithms. We choose to give a direct 

proof because that proof is not long and contributes to the completeness of the presentation. 

6 Concluding Remarks 

In this paper, we have presented an arbitrary norm inexact trust-region algorithm ANITRA for approx

imating a solution of the equality constrained problem 

(EQCP) { 
mm1m1ze f(x) 

subject to h;(x) = 0, i = 1- · -m, 

where f : IRn -+ IR and h; : IRn -+ IR, i = 1 · · · m < n, are continuously differentiable. 

The local model trust region subproblem has the form 

(RTRQP) 
{

minimize 'vf(xkfs+½sTBks 

subject to cxkh(xk) + 'vh(xkf s = 0 

11s!IP :::; 8k, 

where 11 IIP is an arbitrary Cp-norm on IRn. In particular if polyhedral norms are use then the subproblem 

can be formulated as a sequential linear programming or a sequential quadratic programming problem. 

We established, under rather weak assumption, that in any accumulation point of the the sequence 

{(xk,Bk,6.k,f3k)} generated by the ANITRA Algorithm, say (x*,B*,6.*,0), the point x. is a Karush

Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP). This convergence result is obtained without assuming that { Bk} is 

bounded; the sequence {Bk} may have accumulation points without being bounded. Also, we only assume 

that f and h;, i = l · · · m, are continuously differentiable, that the system of linearized constraints is con

sistent, and that the largest singular value of the constraints gradient is bounded away from zero. To the 
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best of our knowledge, the other convergence results establish that there exists some accumulation point 

of the iteration sequence that is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP). Moreover, generally, stronger 

assumptions such as uniform linear independence of the gradients 'v h;( x), i = 1 · · · m, continuity of the 

second derivatives of f and h;, i = 1 · · · m, and boundness of the second order informations matrices are 

needed. We end this paper by pointing out that our approach provides a global convergence theory of 

the sequential linear programming version obtained by working without the matrices Bk. 

7 Appendix A 

In this appendix, we give the proofs of Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.1. 

Proof of Lemma 5.3. Since sk is not acceptable, we have 

or equivalently 

(7 .1) f(xk + sk) - f(xk) + µk [llh(xk + sk)lf - lfh(xk)II] > ~ sI Bksk+ 

c1 ['v f(xkf sk + µk [llh(xk) + 'vh(xkf skll - llh(xk)II]]. 

On the other hand, we have 

(7.2) 

and 

(7.3) 

Since { xk} converges to x. and { sk} converges to zero, we have that 

(7.4) 

Because {µk} and {Bk} are bounded, 0 < 1- c1 , and {sk} converges to zero, we obtainfrom (7.1) (7.2), 

(7.:1) and (7.4) 

(7.5) 

where 

(7.6) 

Using akh(xk) + 'vh(xk)T Sk = 0, we can rewrite (7.5) as 

(7.7) 

which, together with (7.6), implies (5.18c), i.e. 

(7.8) liminf'vf(xkf dk 2: 0. 
k->+oo 
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From (7.7), we obtain 

which, together with (7.6), implies that 

(7.9) 

But from the definition of the penalty parameter µk, we obtain 

(7.10) 

From (7.9) and (7.10) we obtain 

(7.11) 

Since {xk} converges to zero, we obtain from Lemma 5.2 and (7.11) that O:k = l for sufficiently large k. 

Therefore, we rewrite (7.11) as 

lim llh(xk)II _ 0 k--->+oo llskllp - ' 
i.e. (5.18a) which implies, since {sk} converges to zero, that h(x.) = 0, i.e. (5.18b). D 

Now we give the proof of Theorem 5.1. 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let {j* be any accumulation point of {bk}. Without loss of generality, we can 

assume that { bk} converges to 8.. We have {jk :S b..k. First, assume that there exists a subsequence 

{ {jk, k E N C IN} such that {jk = b..k for all k E N, in which case we have {j* 2: b..min · Consequently 

(5.22) holds for 8(x., B., tl..) = ½tl.min· Now we assume that {jk < b..k for all sufficiently large k, which 

implies that (tl.k, /Jk) never determines an acceptable step. Let s-k j O be the last non acceptable step. 

Observe that s-k is an E-k(s-k, 7Jk)-solution of the local subproblem 

{ 

minimize V f(xkf s + ½sT Bks 

(RTRQP) subject to &kh(xk) +_'vh(xkf s = 0 

llsllP :S {jk 

for some O < rfk :S f3k, {jk < {j-k :S b..k and the corresponding &k. We have 

Suppose that 8. = 0. Then the sequence { s-k} converges to zero. From Lemma 5.3, we obtain 

(7 .12) 

(7.13) 

h(x.) = 0, 

Jim llh(xk)II = 0 
k--->+oo llikllp ' 
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and 

(7 .14) 

Let s E IRn satisfy 

(7.15) 'vh(x.f s = 0 and iisiiP = 1 

To obtain a contradiction to our assumption that x. is not a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP), we 

need to show that 

'vf(x.f s 2 0 

holds. Let us construct a feasible point for ( RT RQ P), say 'Wk, such that 

1
. 'Wk 

k\~ llwkllP = s. 

The consistency of the linearized constraints, i.e. 'vh(xk) + h(xk) = 0, implies that V{2 h(xk) = 0 and 

V{2 'vh(xkf = 0. Therefore we have 

(7.16) 

Let Vk be defined by 

(7 .17) 

From (7.16) and (7.17), we obtain 

(7.18) 'vh(xkf Vk - -&kh(xk) - iis-kilP 'vh(xk)T s - 2 . 

Let us define 

(7.19) 

and rewrite (7.18) as 

(7 .20) 

'W = V + 11s-kilp S 
k k 

2 
, 

This implies that 'Wk satisfies the linear constraints of ( RT RQ P). Let us establish that it also satisfies 

the trust-region constraint. From (7.17) and (5.9), we obtain 

(7.21) 

and hence, using (7.13) and (7.15), 

(7 .22) 

(7.23) 

where 
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which, together with (7.22), implies that 

(7.24) lim ~ = !s. 
k-++ 00 11s-k lip 2 

Since llsllP = 1, from (7.23) and (7.24) we conclude that 

(7 .25) 

From (7.24), we obtain 

lim llwkllP = ! 
k-++oo 11s-kllp 2' 

which implies that, for sufficiently large k, we have 

(7.26) 

i.e. Wk satisfies the trust-region constraint of the subproblem RTRQP, and 

(7 .27) 

Finally, we are ready to establish that V f ( x f s 2'. 0. Because s-k is an E-k = Ek ( s-k, 'T]k )-solution of the 

subproblem RTRQP and because Wk is a feasible point for this subproblem, we have 

(7 .28) 

First let us assume that for all sufficiently large k, we have 

(7.29) 

This implies that 

(7.30) 

Since {1uk} converges to zero, 

(7.30) that 

(7.31) 

T Wk 1 T Wk 

V f(xk) llwkllP + rvk Bk llwkliP 2: O. 

{xd converge to x., and {Bk} is bounded, we obtain from (7.25) and 

Now let assume that there exists a subsequence {xk, k ENC IN} for which 

(7 .32) 

From (7.28) and (7.32) we obtain 

(7 .33) 

which, together with (7.27), implies 

(7.34) 
V f(xkf s-k + ½s-k T Bks-k - E-k V f(xkf s-k + ½s1? Bks-k - E-k 

3 . <-----~-----
11s-kllp - llwkllP 
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Inequalities (7.33) and (7.34) imply that 

(7.35) 
'v'f(xkfs-k+½s-kTBksk 'v'f(xkfwk+½wIBkwk _ ( llh(xk)II) 

3 lls-kllP :S:: llwkllP + 377kmax 1
' lls-kllp 

Therefore, because 'v'f is continuous, {Bk} is bounded, {wk}, {s-k}, and {77k} converge to zero, and {xk} 

converges to x., we obtain form (7.35), (7.25), (7.13), and (7.14) that inequality (7.31) holds also in the 

case (7.32). Therefore in both cases (7.29) and (7.32), we obtain that 

'v'f(x.f s 2: 0. 

Now, since this inequality holds for any s such that (7.18) holds, i.e. 'v'h(x.f s = 0, and because of (7.12), 

i.e. h(x.) = 0, we conclude from the Farkas Lemma that x. is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of (EQCP), 

which contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem. Therefore there exists a positive scalar o(x., B., 6-.) 

such that 

o. 2: o(x., B., 6-.) 

holds for any accumulation point o. of {Dk}, where Dk determines an acceptable step at the k th iteration. D 
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